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This paper will explain the history of IBM from the early 1910's to the 21st
century from the perspective of the adaptive cycle theory. Thereby it will
provide reasons and events triggered organizational changes within IBM and
will reason them from the perspective of the adaptive cycle theory according
to Holling.

Introduction

This paper will research based on the case description of Applegate et. al. organizational
changes within the IBM company and will create a connection to the adaptive cycle theory
[2]. Holing suggested in his paper '[...] to begin the analysis of a speci�c problem with a
historical reconstruction of the events that have occurred, focusing on the surprises and
crises that have arisen as a result of both external in�uences and internal instabilities' [1].
Therefore this paper will start with summarizing the company's history, mainly focused
on the arrised surprises and the phases they separate from each other. Afterwards it will
introduce the �ndings and will end with the conclusion.

IBM Case

IBM's History 1911 - 2000

IBM was founded in 1911 as merger of three companies and was directed and shaped for
almost 40 years by Thomas J. Watson. In this era the company's development was char-
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acterized by continuous growing with a strong bounded worker force mainly focused on
sales activities. His son - Thomas J. Watson Jr. - even improved IBM's dominant market
position by inventing the System/360 computer, which was the �rst computer based on
integrated semiconductor chips. No other single company had the ability to spend the
necessary $5 billion at that time. With introduction of the personal computer (PC) in
1981 the success of IBM continued unexpected high. Although IBM could trigger a new
technological era with it, they were still mainly focused on their mainframe business and
considered the PC more as a small 'stepchild' of it.
While IBM still relied on their past success competitors like Compaq began to outrun
IBM in the personal computer market with better prices and marketing focused on the
end-users. This development meant not only decreasing revenue in the PC market, but
also attacked their main business. Demand of customers changed from running few
mainframes to implementing complex networks of connected (and mobile) computers.
Not having the right solutions in place and having instead a huge body with dozens of
more or less autonomous and redundant business units were among the reasons respon-
sible for the �rst loses in the company's history at that time.
Getting in charge in 1993 Louis V. Gerstner realized, that the company has to get more
customer focused and that the big business body of the last decades needs to be cut
down enormously. He introduced his idea of 'one IBM' with implication for every single
part of IBM. Business leader were responsible for its customers not to turn ones back on
IBM during the following phase of change. Costs were cut by merging business units,
reducing stu� and selling or outsourcing of every non-pro�table or not promising activ-
ity. The product portfolio of the di�erent units as well as their internal processes were
harmonized. As result IBM received the trust of its investors back and escaped from
an splitting of the company. As cost cutting revealed �rst e�ects Gerstner introduced
in 1995 his revolutionary vision of an 'e-business'. The strategy was to use the internet
and its techniques for more than only advertising and marketing. As result 'middleware',
'services' and even 'open source' got more importance - for IBM this meant a shift from
selling hardware and related services to providing mainly services.
Although the company achieved �nancial stability till the end of 1999 their growth rate
was below the technology industry average. Inquiries revealed that due to the previous
cost-cutting era the majority of IBM employees focused on current activities and opportu-
nities instead of thinking in long-terms. Further investments in novel ideas were declined
in order to reach short-term �nancial goals. This de�cit was addressed by dividing the
product portfolio in three horizons according to the products maturity and future expec-
tations of it. This gave IBM the ability to manage their resources according to �nancial
as well as strategic goals and to focus more on emerging business opportunities.

IBM's history from a adaptive cycle view

The early years of IBM under the leadership of Watson senior and junior are character-
ized by continuous growing for almost 70 years without having a big crisis. At that time
the technological revolution of the computer started. It was unknown which ability this
new technology has and everybody acted in a kind of gold-rush mood. Spoken in the vo-
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cabulary of the adaptive cycle, the whole computer branch was in the 'Entrepreneurship'
part of the model. This might explain, why IBM could grow continuously for a so long
time. They were part of this permanently growing branch exploiting the opportunities
which the environment gave them. According to the theory of Holing they acted in a
kind of Panarchy - the adaptive cycle on the level of the whole branch and the adaptive
cycle one the level of IBM. They acted in this timeframe on the left side of the model
from Entrepreneurship to Equilibrium depending on there business unit; the mainframe
business from 1911 till 1960's and with their personal computer business from 1970 up-
wards by being one of the �rst inventing and introducing the technology (entrepreneur)
and then professionalizing it (getting into the direction of equilibrium).
Starting in the 1980's early signs of IBM moving towards crisis (and therefore moving
away from equilibrium) emerged. Revenues dropped and PC networks replaced big main-
frames. The technology they introduced started to gain market shares from their original
mainframe business. It's also a sign, that the market of computers slowly reached the
equilibrium stage too and that demand was no longer inexhaustible.
Getting in charge within the crisis Gerstner started to restructure the whole company
with intensive cost-cutting and outsourcing activities. Existing businesses were rear-
ranged and the culture of IBM was changed to �t customers' needs better. Further
in the 90's he introduced a new management approach to avoid new crisis situation.
Every business unit was responsible from then to manage not only the existing busi-
ness activities, but also to invest in new arising opportunities (called 'emerging business
opportunities' - EBO). With this development IBM not only moved according to the
adaptive cycle model along the back-cycle from crisis via new combination of businesses
towards entrepreneurship, but also created a new level within the panarchy. Each busi-
ness unit was from then in charge to manage new opportunities, to explore and exploit
them on its own.

Conclusion

The history of IBM �ts very well into the model of the adaptive cycle. However the
model is very vague and therefore it is hard to �nd an not �tting example. To gather
real bene�ts from it rather then only describing the history best practices and best
'routes' through this adaptive cycle should be developed and tested in reality.
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